We’ll ask you about…

**Collaboration**
Are you creating a multi-author or collaborative work?

**Peer Review**
Would you share interim phase work for open peer review?

**Access, Copyright, Licensing**
Are you familiar with open access publishing practices? Do you need permission to use images or multi-media?

**Readership and Reach**
Are there audiences you’d like to reach outside academia?

**Impact**
How would you like to monitor the impact of your work?

**Print**
Do you want a print publication and would you like assistance finding the right university press?

---

**Working with PWW**

**Outreach Workshops**
In 2016 we will host a series of outreach workshops and webinars on digital scholarly publishing with PWW.

**Incubation Workshops**
In 2017 we will begin a new series of “writers workshops” to help small groups of scholars work through digital publishing options for mature projects.

**Individual Consultations**
We’re happy to discuss your project one on one. Contact us if you’d like to schedule a meeting.

---

**Website:**
publishingwithoutwalls.illinois.edu

**Contact:**
Megan Senseney
Senior Project Coordinator
mfsense2@illinois.edu

---

We have established partnerships with university presses at Illinois, Michigan, and Minnesota.
A New Publishing Model

PWW is scholarly publishing that is scholar-driven, openly accessible, scalable, and sustainable. PWW will directly engage with you throughout the research process. It aims to build publishing models that can be supported locally by a university’s library, while also opening new avenues toward publication through university presses and other publishers.

PWW is here to help scholars navigate the new opportunities presented by collaborative, multi-modal, and interim phase works.

PWW is now launching two new series: one focusing on the outcomes of the Humanities Without Walls Global Midwest initiative and another concentrating on African American Studies with targeted outreach to scholars from HBCUs and memory institutions specializing in African American history and culture. We encourage interested scholars to consult with our project team on potential publications with PWW.

PWW is especially seeking innovative digital publication projects, including enriched scholarly editions, annotated/mediated archival collections, thematic scholarly research collections, data visualizations, special editions of journals, and multi-authored multimedia texts, among others.

This project is generously funded by a grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.

Technologies

Open Journal System
A journal management and publishing system that can support serial publications and other forms of modular content.

Open Monograph Press
A platform for managing the editorial workflow for monographs, edited volumes and, scholarly editions.

Omeka
A web-publishing platform for displaying scholarly collections and exhibitions.

Scalar
An authoring and publishing platform that enables users to assemble media from multiple sources and juxtapose them with their own writing in a variety of ways.

We will help you choose from a suite of supported publication tools and platforms based on your specific project needs and publishing goals.

Partners: The University of Illinois Library, GSLIS, IPRH, African American Studies.